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New titanium limited edition 8/17 Ennebi watch in titanium with ETA 2824-2 caliber

Large round California blue dial. It comes with both Arabic and Roman numerals in white 
color with blue luminous. The hands are in titanium with batons style and thin indirect 
second red hand. The crown has the “Maltese cross”. The case is in titanium with 
engraved outside the back case “Linea 17 – Titanio - Sommergibile 1000 metri – 
Fabbricato in Italia da Ennebi” – “Strumento Mod.9689 – Matr.08/17”. The watch is water 
resistant to 1000 m. The watch as an automatic movement with caliber ETA 2824-2 with 25 
jewels. The watch comes with an Ennebi blue shark strap titanium Ennebi buckle. The 
watch comes will all papers, box, tools and second brown shark strap.

Alessandro Bettarini and Luciano Nincheri started Ennebi in 2004 after Alessandro spent 
many years working at Panerai as Chief Designer and mechanical engineering.  Being the 
Panerai watch designer in the Pre-V era (1993-1997), Alessandro Bettarini designed several 
masterpieces, the famous 5218-201/A, 202/A, 203/A. Panerai even had a watch case 
named after him (“Bettarini”) which illustrates his enormous presence in Panerai’s history. 
The goal of the new company Ennebi was to design and build wrist and desk instruments 
for collectors and watch lovers. It had to be done by means of the highest technologies, 
though maintaining the care and the uniqueness of the handcrafted product and 
faithfully carrying on the Italian tradition of the watch building. In 2005, the company 
moved to Prato. It also reached an agreement with Elmi where the Ennebi devices are 
mounted in their clean rooms. Today, the company offers a line of watches and 
instruments including the Mictofo, IX Reggimento, Salmo, Naucrates Pro to name a few.

Technical details

Automatic movement with caliber ETA 2824-2 with 25 jewels, 28,800 bph and 38 hours of 
power reserve.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 45.5mm
Length including lugs: 54mm

Price: Sold
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